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November 18, 2016

catharsisgu@gmail.com

Mister
Niklaus OBERHOLZER
President of the Survey Authority
of the Federal Prosecutors’ Office
Girtannerstrasse 22
9010 St. Gallen
The Politruk Oberholzer
cc:
To the other Survey Authority Members of the Federal Prosecutor’s Office (Giorgio
BORMIO, Isabelle AUGSBURGER-BUCHELI, Véronique HÄLG-BÜCHI, François A.
BERNATH and Hanspeter USTER)
To the Swiss Diplomatic Body
To all the Swiss Federal Councillors and their spouses; Walter TURNHERR, Federal
Chancellor
To all the Swiss National Councillors and Senators
Michael LAUBER, Attorney General of the Confederation
Nicoletta DELLA VALLE, Lady Director of FedPol
To about 200 journalists and to whom it may concern

The appointment of Eric COTTIER as an extraordinary Federal Prosecutor
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_cottier-e.pdf

Mister Oberholzer, Politruk of the Swiss Army and federal bailiff,

The Vaudois Newspapers has lately reported that the Survey Authority of the
Federal Prosecutors’ Office, presided by you, appointed the VD Attorney General
COTTIER Eric as an extraordinary Federal Prosecutor to conduct an
investigation concerning the former Swiss Ambassador in Kenya, Jacques
PITTELOUD and the Attorney General of the Confederation, Michael
LAUBER*. This case is obviously related to the story of the KAMANI familly,
oligarchs of Kenya:
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www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/2016-10-17_aargauer_zeitung_tiefe_fall_pitteloudt.pdf
www.nzz.ch/meinung/kommentare/strafverfolgung-der-bundesanwalt-ist-kein-Superman-ld.125676

The Deepak, Chamanlal and Rashmi KAMANI brothers are said to have cashed
bribery money which Swiss multinational companies distributed to them in the
context of the Anglo-Leasing scandal. This is not surprising in my view as a
former professional manager of the exporting industry, also if I do not know that
case in all its details. What is however staggering is to hear that, jointly with the
Diplomat PITTELOUD, LAUBER*, the chief engineer of corruption on behalf of
the Swiss oligarchs – see
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2016-06-03_Lauber_e.pdf

– who has just fired one of his prosecutors because of his too active investigations
on the PETROBRAS case (the FERRAYÉ money laundering case in Switzerland),
played at giving lessons in ethics to the Africans, as if he were an exemplary
missionary. One of the KAMANI brothers took revenge by filing a complaint for
attempted blackmail against PITTELOUD. Since LAUBER* cannot investigate
on his own case, he had to appoint a «neutral and independent investigator» such
as the Swiss are used to proceeding. So you did indeed select COTTIER.
You know your crony COTTIER perfectly well. He is the prosecutor who deserves
to be registered in the Guiness Books of records for having successfully
condemned two innocent men to long prison sentences:
1. François LÉGERET. See the book Affaire Légeret – Un assassin imaginaire by
Jacques SECRETAN, Editor Mon Village, 2016;
2. Laurent SÉGALAT. See the 4 books: Le procès SÉGALAT – Un acquittement
contesté by Jacques SECRETAN, Editor Mon Village, 2012; L’affaire SÉGALAT
by Ian HAMEL, Editor Belvédère, 2013. Nuits blanches d’une robe noire by
Gilles-Jean PORTEJOIE, Editions du Moment, 2015. Une condamnation bâtie
sur du sable – L’affaire Ségalat by Jacques SECRETAN, Editor Mon Village,
2015. The Unmasked «Constitutional State» by Gerhard ULRICH, Editor
Samizdat, 2016.

You, Mister OBERHOLZER, shall be sadly known for having confirmed these
two above-mentioned condemnations in your position as a Swiss federal Judge,
also if your accusation file was based on nothing besides perhaps a castle in the
sand. I designated you therefore in the past as a «useful idiot» at the Swiss Federal
NB: This complaint must be transmitted to the competent and legitimated authority.
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Court. I sent you in any case my book The Unmasked «Constitutional State» by
registered mail on February 29, 2016, as well as that by Jacques SECRETAN
called Affaire Légeret – Un assassin imaginaire also by registered mail on June
17, 2016. Consequently, you are perfectly well informed on COTTIER and you
know that he is a highly objectionable magistrate. You have thus lost the bonus
of being considered a naïve ignorant.
I don’t know COTTIER’s motive for having committed the judiciary crime at the
costs of Laurent SÉGALAT. It was perhaps just the sheer lust to commit a crime
in full impunity. In contrast, the motive of his crime at the costs of François
LÉGERET is evident:
The moneys of the late Charles LÉGERE’s heirs amounted to some 30 to 40
million Swiss francs. Having succeeded in having the adopted son François
LÉGERET condemned to a lifelong imprisonment, he was declared unworthy of
inheritance. Subsequently, the only other official survivor of the family, the
Freemason and architect Jean-Marc LÉGERET, who had in fact been
disinherited by his own mother and was therefore no longer a heir, largely
benefited from COTTIER’s doings and has today become the only heir of this
considerable amount of money. So we might as well call Jean-Marc LÉGERET
and COTTIER two good cronies. This said and in view of the cited published
works, all the elements are fulfilled to mention Article 312 of the Swiss Penal
Code which condemns the abuse of authority for which you are a partner in
crime. The LÉGERET case is thus a Freemason plot.
In the canton of Vaud, the Freemason COTTIER has systematically delved in
other corrupt practices such as shown in the following examples:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_schneider-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_colelough-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_winzap-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_sauterel-e.pdf
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_krieger-e.pdf

In order to have the necessary margin to operate this corruption without being
bothered by a should-be informed public opinion, the hidden Swiss oligarchs
are using COTTIER to maintain a censorship whose magnitude and
sophistication can be observed nowhere else on this planet. See
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_nicolet-e.pdf
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The irony of this success is that the honest Swiss citizens ignore that they are being
censored in a permanently and diligently manipulated way by their oligarchs.
OBERHOLZER, you are knowingly cooperating with COTTIER whose
criminality needs are not to be proven over and over again. You are thus
operating in a premeditated way to delve corrupted practices in this country in
favour of its few privileged oligarchs.
Just like you, Giorgio BOMIO, another member of your Survey Authority of the
Federal Prosecutors’ Office, is acting in full awareness of the situation : In his
quality as a «Judge» of the Penal Federal Court, he is one of the authors of the
BB.2016.331 decision of September 19, 2016, which implies that he knows all
about my letter addressed to LAUBER*:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2016-06-03_Lauber_e.pdf

BOMIO therefore also delves corrupted practices supported by Swiss oligarchs.
The author of these lines doesn’t know about the remaining members of your
Survey Authority, namely Isabelle AUGSBURGER-BUCHELI, Véronique HÄLGBÜCHI, François A. BERNATH and Hanspeter USTER – whether they are
conscious of the corruption which is plaguing our country or if they are naïvely
being misled. In the first case, they shall one day be denounced and pursued by
the penal court and, in the second case, they must abdicate because of
incompetence.
Conclusion from what precedes:
The hidden Swiss oligarchs have set up a system which is granting the
Prosecutors’ Office of the Swiss Confederation to dysfunction in delving
corrupted practices in their favour. There is only one option left to re-establish
the Constitutional State : to fire immediately all the clerks of this «public
service», which will result in saving a considerable amount of money, and
putting an end to judiciary crimes and in ceasing to oppress victims !
It is all up to you, Mr. OBERHOLZER
Gerhard ULRICH
* In order to boost Michael LAUBER’s reputation which has gone down a great
deal, the hidden Swiss oligarchs are running a disinformation campaign. For
example, the sulphurous Christoph BLOCHER
NB: This complaint must be transmitted to the competent and legitimated authority.
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www.worldcorruption.info/corruption_ch.htm

to name one of the oligarchs, has produced a pathetic and touching interview on
Michael LAUBER, the son of a pastor through his mouthpiece the scribbler
Roger KÖPPEL – which he has put on line with his Newspaper Die Weltwoche.
See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/2016-11-19_lauber_missionar_des_augenmasses.pdf

Addresses of the Survey Authority Members of the Prosecutors’ Office of the
Swiss Confederation
Niklaus OBERHOLZER, Girtannerstrasse 22, 9010 St. Gallen
Giorgio BORMIO, Penal Federal Court, 6501 Bellinzona
Isabelle AUGSBURGER-BUCHELI, with the Institute Deanary against economic
criminality ILCE, rue de la Gare 25, 2502 Bienne
Véronique HÄLG-BÜCHI, Lawyer, St. Leonhard-Strasse 20, 9000 St. Gallen
François A. BERNATH, Lawyer, Alte Landstrasse 109, 8803 Rüschlikon
Hanspeter USTER, project leader in the field of justice and police, Arbachstrasse
60B, 6340 Baar
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